GOWN DETAILS:
• Prestige crepe black fabric gown
• Pleated yoke with fluting on shoulders and back
• Regal braid and button on back yoke
• Finest available velvet chevrons and floating front panels
• Floating front panels designed to be worn open with a tab closure or zipped shut
• Zipper is offset and concealed
• Satin-lined sleeves with adjustable French cuffs
• Pockets and access on both sides
• Black piping on neck edge
• Metallic gold or silver, or degree color piping on velvet chevrons and panels

VELVET COLOR OPTIONS ON GOWN:
Black, royal blue and degree colors also available

HOOD DETAILS:
• Prestige crepe black fabric
• Finest available degree color velvet
• Satin lining in school colors
• Cord and button
• Hood attachment cord

TAM DETAILS:
• Finest available black or royal blue velvet
• Premier 8-sided
• Gold or silver bullion tassel

INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE:
• Initials on gown, tam and hood
• Garment bag and wooden hanger

DEGREE VELVET COLORS:

CONTACT US TODAY TO SETUP AN APPOINTMENT TO BE MEASURED.
WEBSTORE@ETAL.URI.EDU OR (401) 874-2722
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